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Observation of Hot-Electron Shot Noise in a Metallic Resistor
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We have measured the current noise of silver thin-film resistors as a function of current and
temperature and for resistor lengths of7000, 100, 30, and1 mm . As the resistor becomes shorter than
the electron-phonon interaction length, the current noise for large current increases from a nearly current
independent value to the interacting hot-electron values

p
3y4d2eI. However, further reduction in length

below the electron-electron interaction length decreases the noise to a value approaching the independent
hot-electron values1y3d2eI first predicted for mesoscopic resistors. [S0031-9007(96)00179-2]

PACS numbers: 73.50.Td, 05.30.Fk, 73.23.Ps
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Can metallic resistors display shot noise? Shot no
first discovered in vacuum tubes [1], is a basic manif
tation of the discreetness of charge carriers and oc
in many solid state devices such as metal-insulator-m
tunnel junctions [2], Shottky barrier diodes, andp-n junc-
tions [3]. This noise arises from electrons traveling ind
pendently and randomly (Poisson transport) from one
of the device to the other. In contrast a resistor, i.e
metallic wire in which the electrons propagate diffusive
is commonly thought not to produce shot noise [4].
this Letter, we provide the first experimental demons
tion that a metallic resistor that is sufficiently small a
cold can display several different regimes of shot-no
like behavior.

Shot noise in an electrical element is characterized
a frequency independent power spectrumSI of current
fluctuations such thatSI ~ eI for large average curren
I flowing through the element. For a tunnel junction
resistanceR, SI  s2eVyRd cothseVy2kBT d [5], which
gives Johnson noiseSI  4kBTyR for the limit eV ø

kBT and shot noiseSI  2eI for eV ¿ kBT . Here V
and T are the voltage across and the temperature of
junction, respectively.

For a metallic resistor of lengthL and resistanceR 
VyI (see Fig. 1), one must distinguish several differ
regimes according to the relationship betweenL and four
characteristic length scales which describe the progres
loss of reversibility in the electron motion as the leng
is increased. These length scales are the elastic m
free path,, the phase breaking lengthLw, the length in
which inelastic collision among the electrons cause th
thermalizationLe-e, and the length in which the electro
temperature can relax to the phonon temperatureLe-ph.
Typically a metal has, , Lw , Le-e , Le-ph [6].

Theoretical descriptions of noise in these regimes
sume the resistor is attached to ideal thermal and ele
cal reservoirs at its two ends 1 and 2. These reserv
impose an electron temperatureT and chemical potential
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m1 andm2 such thatm1 2 m2  eV . Because experimen
tal control of temperature is mediated through phono
good electron-phonon coupling in the reservoirs is nec
sary to insure thatT is equal to the phonon temperatur
Since the electron-phonon relaxation rate per unit len
of a long wire is proportional to its cross section, therm
reservoirs are implemented in our samples by making
cross section of the wire increase abruptly at the con
pads, as shown in the inset of Fig. 1.

For Le-ph ø L (macroscopic regime), the resistor
large enough so that heat generated in the resisto

FIG. 1. Theoretical predictions shown in schematic form f
SIy2eI vs sample lengthL in the regimeeV ¿ kBT. Solid
lines give theoretical predictions as discussed in text. Das
lines sketch expected behavior in crossover regimes.
arrows pointing to theL axis depict only qualitatively the
relative magnitude of the length scales,, Lw , Le-e, and
Le-ph; typical values are50 nm, 1 mm, 10 mm, and 10 mm,
respectively. The last three values are voltage dependent
Ref. [6]) and have been estimated forV  100 mV . Inset
illustrates sample geometry and shows the Ag thin-film resis
of length L and contact pads formed by a second, thicker
layer.
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directly removed by phonons and the electron temp
ature throughout the resistor is thusT . The noise is
SI  4kBTyR, independent ofI, and thus the resisto
displays no shot noise as commonly expected [4].
Le-e ø L ø Le-ph (which we call the interacting hot
electron regime), the electrons become hot due to J
heating and thermalize their energy via electron-elect
interactions. Their cooling occurs only by therm
conduction to the reservoirs [7,8], described by t
Wiedemann-Franz law [9], which then gives a tempe
ture profile inside the resistor. A Johnson noise calculat
then predicts [7]SI  s2kBTyRd f1 1 sy 1 1yyd tan21yg,
where y 

p
3eVy2pkBT , giving SI  s

p
3y4d2eI for

eV ¿ kBT . ForLw ø L ø Le-e (which we call the inde-
pendent hot-electron regime), the electrons do not inte
and thus behave independently. They are still hot
no longer have a Fermi distribution. There, one pred
[10] SI  s2y3df4kBTyR 1 seVyRd cothseVy2kBT dg,
giving SI  s1y3d2eI for eV ¿ kBT . For, ø L ø Lw

(mesoscopic regime), the resistor cannot be descr
by a classical population function. But surprisingl
mesoscopic theory predicts the same result as in
independent hot-electron case [11]. Finally forL ø ,
(the ballistic or point-contact regime), the shot-noise c
tribution vanishes except for one-channel effects [12,1

Because noise in the regimeL ø Le-ph is proportional
to eI and arises from electrons which are excited above
temperatureT , we call this effect hot-electron shot noise

We summarize theL dependence of hot-electron sh
noise in Fig. 1. AsL is decreased from the macroscop
limit, the hot-electron shot noise first increases fro
0 in the macroscopic regime to a value of0.87eI in
the interacting hot-electron regime, and then decrea
slightly to 0.67eI in the independent hot-electron an
mesoscopic regime. Note that shot noise in a meta
wire has a maximum value of0.87eI, and these universa
results depend critically on the presence of ideal ther
reservoirs at both ends of the resistor.

A previous experiment has measured the noise fr
self-heating in long metallic wires at low temperatur
[14], but did not implement the ideal thermal rese
voirs discussed above. In two-dimensional electron
(2DEG) samples thermal reservoirs are routinely imp
mented in various transport experiments [15]. A rec
experiment measured the noise in a 2DEG sample
showed that it was proportional to current and cons
tent with the0.67eI prediction [16]. However, this mea
surement gave a coefficient ofeI that varied between 0.4
and 0.8 with gate voltage. Our experiment is the first
measure the shot noise with sufficient accuracy to dis
guish between the0.67eI and 0.87eI predictions and to
demonstrate the length dependence. These results
achieved by using a novel low-noise, high-bandwid
SQUID preamplifier [17] and by carefully accounting fo
systematic errors to obtain an absolute measuremen
the current noise accurate to2%. In particular, the mea-
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surement of the temperature dependence of the noise
essential for the verification of our absolute calibration.

We have measured the current noise in four A
thin-film resistors of lengthsL  1, 30, 100, and
7000 mm . Each resistor had the same nominal thickn
t  0.05 mm, a width w such that Lyw ø 10, and
consequently had similar resistancesR ø 1 V. In order
to make the two1 cm2 contact pads as near as possib
to ideal thermal reservoirs, they were augmented b
second Ag layer for a total thickness of0.5 mm. The
initial layer was argon-ion sputter cleaned prior to t
second deposition to ensure good electrical cont
Optical lithography was used for all fabrication ste
except for the1 mm resistor which was fabricated with
e-beam lithography.

SQUID amplifiers are well suited to measure th
current noise of these low impedance samples at dilut
refrigerator temperatures. Our SQUID amplifier consis
of a single dc SQUID input stage followed by a 10
SQUID series-array output stage [17]. This SQU
system was operated in a flux-locked loop and had
bandwidth exceeding 100 kHz.

The idealized schematic of the noise measurem
system (see upper inset of Fig. 2) consists of the sampl
series with the superconducting input coil of the SQU
and a bias voltageV . The SQUID measures the dc curre
I  VyR and the noise currentin shown as a curren
source in parallel with the sample.

In the actual measurement system (lower inset
Fig. 2) the noise currentin does not entirely flow through
the SQUID input coil due to the nonzero resistanceRstray
of the circuit shunting the sample. This shunt circuit i
cludes the stray wiring resistancesRstill andRmix as well
as the finite resistance of the voltage dividerR2kR1 ø R2,

FIG. 2. Plot of the resistor current noiseSI at I  0 vs
reservoir temperatureT for the L  1 mm sample. Solid line
gives Johnson noise prediction obtained from our measu
resistance. The prediction is offset by7 pA2yHz (arrow),
the noise of the entire measurement system. Upper (low
inset shows schematic of the idealized (actual) measurem
system. Typical resistance values areR1  2 kV, R2 
0.07 V, Rstill  0.007 V, Rmix  0.01 V, andR  1 V.
3807
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giving Rstray  Rstill 1 Rmix 1 R2. These resistance
as well as the sample were measured with voltage
(not shown) for each chip. The current noise measu
by the SQUID is Smeas

I  fRysR 1 Rstraydg2SI sI , T d 1

fRmixysR 1 Rstraydg24kBTyRmix 1 const terms, where
SI sI , T d is the spectral density of the current noisein of
the sample.

The SQUID input current to output voltage conversi
was calibrated in a separate experiment. Measurem
with a spectrum analyzer showed that the noise was w
from approximately 1 to 100 kHz. The spectral dens
Smeas

I was then obtained by averaging between 10 and
kHz. The uncertainty inSI is approximately equal to th
size of the plotted data points.

We verified that every sample exhibited the predic
Johnson noise behavior at zero current bias in orde
check the absolute calibration of the entire measurem
system. Figure 2 shows theT dependence ofSI at I  0
for the L  1 mm sample. TheSI value extrapolated to
T  0 (arrow) gives the measurement system noise.
solid line predicts the noise arising from the measurem
system and the Johnson noise4kBTysR 1 Rmixd calcu-
lated from the measured resistances. The slope of the
and prediction agree to within2%. This level of agree-
ment was obtained for all the samples.

The spectral density as a function of current for theL 
30 mm sample is shown in Fig. 3 for three temperatur
Because the measurement system noise may drift by
between current sweeps at different temperatures, we
plotted the data as the variation of noise with curre
However, we also offset each data sweep by4kBTyR to
display the variation with temperature of the high curr
data. The theoretical predictions of the interacting h
electron regime, which have no adjustable parameters
given by the solid lines and agree well with the data.
particular, the two lowest temperature data sets appro
one another at high current, while the highest tempera

FIG. 3. Variation ofSI sI, T d vs I for theL  30 mm sample
at T  50, 100, and200 mK . Sample resistanceR  0.68 V.
Data show good agreement with the interacting hot-elec
theory (solid curves) with no adjustable parameters. T
independent hot-electron theory for50 mK (dotted curve) is
also plotted and shows poor agreement.
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data set remains separated, as predicted by theory.
prediction for the independent hot-electron regime (dot
line) at the lowest temperature is shown for comparis
and is incompatible with the data.

In order to verify the predictions of the independe
hot-electron regime, one must fabricate a sample w
L ø Le-e. In Fig. 4 we show data forL  1 mm, the
shortest length for which we can readily fabricate a sa
ple. Along with the data we show the theoretical pred
tions for the independent (dotted) and interacting (so
hot-electron regimes. At the two highest temperatu
both data and theory have been offset by a cons
amount for clarity. The50 mK data clearly fall below the
interacting hot-electron prediction and establish the e
tence of a regime where the noise is suppressed, pre
ably because of fewer electron-electron interactions.
believe that the data lie above the independent elec
prediction because residual electron-electron interact
are still present. We estimate that the spreading re
tance or heating of the contact pads can account only
a slope change of10.04eI and thus cannot account full
for the deviation.

Another decrease in noise from the interacting h
electron prediction is also expected for long samples
which the electron-phonon interaction appears. Figur
shows our data for theL  7 mm and100 mm samples.
The 7 mm sample is well into the macroscopic lim
Le2ph ø L, and shows a current noise well below th
hot-electron shot noise predictions. The current no
is not independent ofI because the electron-phono
interaction is not strong enough to completely thermal
the electrons to the phonon temperature. The posi
dependent electron temperature was computed by sol
numerically the one-dimensional heat diffusion equat

FIG. 4. Variation ofSIsI , T d vs I for the L  1 mm sample
at T  50, 200, and400 mK. Sample resistanceR  1.31 V.
Predictions for interacting (solid curves) and independ
(dotted curves) hot-electron theory are shown for comparis
Data and theory at 200 and 400 mK are offset for clar
Suppression of the noise below the interacting hot-elect
theory shows that the electron energies are not thermali
via electron-electron interactions.
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FIG. 5. Variation of SI sI, T d vs I for the L  100 mm
sample atT  50, 200, and 400 mK, and for theL  7 mm
sample atT  50 mK. Sample resistances areR  0.57 and
0.90 V, respectively. Solid curves give interacting hot-electr
predictions for theL  100 mm sample. Dashed curves giv
predictions of Eq. (1) withS  0.5 nWymm3 K5 and show
good agreement with data.

for constant cross section

L2 d
dx

√
L Te

R
d

dx
Te

!
 2

V 2

R
1 wtLSsT5

e 2 T 5d , (1)

wherex is the position along the wire,Tesxd is the elec-
tron temperature,L  p2k2

By3e2 is the Lorenz number
[9], and S characterizes the electron-phonon coupli
[14]. The boundary conditions areTes0d  TesLd  T
since the pads have been made as close as possible to
reservoirs. The current noise can then be obtained f
SI  4kBkTesxdlyR, where kTesxdl 

Rx
0 TesxddxyL is

the average temperature. The characteristic scaleLe-ph 
s16kBy

p
3ed5y2ssyV 3Sd1y2 is estimated by equating th

two terms of the right-hand side of Eq. (1) and by s
ting 4kBTeyR 

p
3eIy2 andT  0. Here,s  LywtR

is the conductivity of the thin-film resistor. Equation (1
can be readily generalized for nonuniform cross sect
However, in the limiting caseS  0 the noise become
independent of variations of cross section and there
adopts the universal (i.e., shape independent) interac
hot-electron result.

This theory was used to fit theL  7 mm data in
Fig. 5 using S as an adjustable parameter. The b
fit value S  0.5 nWymm3 K5, compatible with other
measurements [14], gave a prediction that describes
the experimental data. This value ofS was then used
in turn to predict the noise for theL  100 mm sample,
also shown in Fig. 5 by a dashed line. The dashed li
clearly describe the data much better than the solid li
which correspond to theS  0 prediction.

In conclusion, we have made the first hot-electron s
noise measurement on metallic wires with sufficient
curacy to distinguish between the values predicted in
ferent wire-length regimes. Shot noise appears when
length of the wire is decreased to a value compara
with the electron-phonon interaction length. As the sam
eat
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length is decreased further the spectral density of the n
reaches the maximums0.87 6 0.02deI which matches the
predition for electrons decoupled from the phonons but s
interacting among themselves. As the sample length i
nally reduced to mesoscopic dimensions, our data cle
demonstrate a reduction of the shot noise. The red
tion is compatible with a crossover between the0.87eI
and0.67eI values of the interacting and independent h
electron regimes. Finally, this experimental techniq
could provide a direct and independent measuremen
the electron-electron interaction in thin metal films.
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